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Pakistan Mercantile 
Exchange Limited (PMEX)
is Pakistan’s first and only 
multi-commodity futures 
exchange, which is licensed 
and regulated by the 
Securities and Exchange 
Commission of Pakistan 
(SECP). Shareholders of 
PMEX include National Bank 
of Pakistan (NBP), Pakistan 
Stock Exchange Limited 
(PSX), LSE Financial Services 
Limited, ISE Towers REIT 
Management Company 
Limited, Pak Brunei 
Investment Company, Zarai 
Taraqiati Bank Limited and 
Pakistan Kuwait Investment 
Company (Private) Limited. 

The Exchange offers a diverse 
range of domestic and 
international commodities  and 
financial futures. With a 
sophisticated infrastructure 
based on state-of-the-art 
technology, PMEX provides a 
complete  suite of services, i.e. 
trading, clearing and 
settlement, custody as well as 
back office,  all under one roof. 
PMEX’s international affiliations 
include membership of 
Association of Futures Markets 
(AFM). PMEX has signed 
Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoUs)  
with Borsa Istanbul,  
Izmir Commodity Exchange, 
Uzbek Commodity Exchange, 
Dalian Commodity Exchange, 
Iran Mercantile Exchange and 
Belarusian Universal 
Commodity Exchange.

Disclaimer
This newsletter is for information 
purpose only and does not constitute 
an offer or solicitation to make an 
investment in Commodity Futures 
Contracts which carries risk. Any views, 
expressions or opinions expressed in 
this document are solely for providing 
information to readers.
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Head Office: 3B, 3rd Floor,
Bahria Complex IV,
 Ch. Khalique-uz-Zaman Road,
Gizri, Karachi – 75600, Pakistan.
UAN:   (+92-21) 111-623-623
Fax:     (+92-21) 35155-022
Email: info@pmex.com.pk
Customer Support Services
UAN: (+92-21) 111-11-PMEX (7639) 
Email: support@pmex.com.pk

Pakistan Mercantile Exchange Limited
Islamabad Office: Office No. G-9(B), 
ISE Towers, Jinnah Avenue,
Blue Area, Islamabad. 
Tel: (+92-51) 2894003-4
Lahore Office: Office No. 3, 
Mezzanine Floor, Al Qadir Heights 1,
Babar Block, New Garden Town, Lahore.
Tel: (+92-42) 35752825-6
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P akistan produces a diverse range of 
high-quality agricultural and non-
agricultural goods, inviting the interest 

of international buyers worldwide. Yet, 
purchasing from this region often presents 
certain challenges such as locating reliable 
vendors, ensuring product quality standards, 
navigating complex logistics, enduring 
prolonged procurement to shipping times, 
and facing limited variety in importable items.  

With an aim to simplify the 
trading process for global 
buyers, the Global 
Commodity Trading 
Platform (GCTP) 
introduces an innovative 
e-commerce platform 
specifically designed for 
bulk commodity trading. 
This digital platform 
links international buyers 
with sellers of both 
agricultural and non-
agricultural commodities 
including minerals in 
Pakistan, efficiently managing 
every aspect of the trading process. 

GCTP bypasses the conventional trade finance 
framework, offering a seamless and automated 
single-window solution. Marking a significant 
milestone, GCTP is the first platform in the 
world that merges a trading platform with 
comprehensive logistics for bulk commodities. 
In collaboration with a myriad of logistics 
partners, GCTP has built a comprehensive 
logistics ecosystem comprising of shipping 
lines, freight forwarders, customs agents, 
insurance companies, globally recognized 
assayers, and warehouses. GCTP offers these 
logistics services at competitive prices to 
buyers and sellers. 

Additionally, this platform offers worldwide 
delivery at the buyer’s preferred port, 
granting buyers and sellers access to 
international market prices. A key feature is 
its comprehensive management of all 

necessary documentation and certifications, 
facilitating a smooth and efficient 
transaction process. Furthermore, the 
platform excels in managing the entire 
shipment cycle, ensuring the movement 
from the date of order to the port of origin is 
completed within a swift 29-day timeframe. 
This integrated approach aims to enhance 
efficiency, transparency, and accessibility in 
international trade. This platform is 

commodity-neutral, accommodating a 
wide spectrum of commodities 

with the goal of providing an 
exhaustive and efficient 

method to facilitate bulk 
commodity trading. 

Operating as a wholly-
owned subsidiary  
of the Pakistan 
Mercantile Exchange 
Limited (PMEX), the 

country’s only multi-
commodity futures 

exchange, GCTP is ready 
to set a new precedence in 

commodity trading.

For buyers, GCTP opens up access to a 
diverse array of verified sellers offering 
commodities certified by international 
assayers. Buyers can now acquire quality-
guaranteed goods at competitive rates and 
have their purchases delivered to their 
chosen port with a few simple clicks. 

Sellers on this platform enjoy a trusted 
institutional space, ensuring transaction 
reliability and security. It provides a global 
outreach for non-exporters, streamlining the 
export process by eliminating documentation 
requirements. Customs inspection and 
clearance are hassle-free, and sellers 
benefit from a prompt payment mechanism 
disbursed within 14 days. The platform 
accommodates various export quantities, 
from small to large, starting with a 
manageable FCL of 20 feet. This inclusive 
approach allows producers of all scales to 

Global Commodity Trading Platform 
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explore global markets, fostering growth 
opportunities.

Buyers accessing GCTP enjoy certified 
quality, competitive prices, and hassle-free 
transactions with worldwide delivery. GCTP 
eliminates LC and paperwork complexities, 
offers online fund transfers, and 
accommodates orders from small to large 
quantities starting from a single FCL 20ft 
load. The platform ensures efficient delivery 

with online order tracking at every stage, 
providing a seamless and reliable trading 
experience for global buyers.

Poised to transform the commodity trading 
landscape, GCTP will cultivate a vibrant 
online community of buyers and sellers. This 
platform empowers them to leverage online 
commodity trading and connect with the 
global market from the convenience of their 
own homes with just a few clicks.

Federal Minister Tola Visits PMEX, 
Discusses Upcoming Initiatives

On July 31st, 2023, the Federal Minister of State, Mr. Ashfaq Tola, 
who also chairs the Reforms & Resource Mobilization 
Commission, paid a visit to the Head Office of the Pakistan 

Mercantile Exchange (PMEX).

He was warmly greeted by Mr. Abdul Qadir Memon, the PMEX Board of 
Directors’ Chairman, and Mr. Ejaz Ali Shah, the Managing Director of PMEX.

During the visit, Mr. Shah provided insights about the Exchange’s 
operations and its upcoming projects, notably highlighting the soon-to-
be-launched e-commerce platform, the Global Commodity Trading 
Platform, and trading options for Marketable Government Securities  
and tangible gold.

Expressing his gratitude for the invitation, the Minister assured  
PMEX and GCTP of the Government’s unwavering support in their 
forthcoming projects.
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In a ceremony of CEO Excellence 
Award 2023, Mr. Ejaz Ali Shah, the 
Managing Director of Pakistan 

Mercantile Exchange Limited (PMEX), 
was bestowed with the CEO 
Excellence Award 2023. The award 
was presented by the Honorable 
Governor of Sindh, Mr. Muhammad 
Kamran Khan Tessori, and facilitated 
by CEO Club Pakistan.

This esteemed accolade recognizes  
Mr. Shah’s relentless commitment and 
outstanding leadership. His instrumental 
role has been pivotal in ushering a 
remarkable operational and financial 
metamorphosis at PMEX. The 
Exchange extends its heartiest 
congratulations to Mr. Shah for this 
well-deserved honor, reflecting his 
valuable contributions to the industry.

PMEX’s Managing Director Honored with 
CEO Excellence Award 2023

PMEX and PSBA Discuss 
Collaborative Avenues

The Pakistan Mercantile Exchange (PMEX) held a 
pivotal meeting with the Pakistan Stock Brokers 
Association (PSBA). Both esteemed entities 

discussed prevailing industry concerns and avenues for 
potential collaboration.

Ejaz Ali Shah, PMEX’s Managing Director of PMEX, 
provided insights on navigating current challenges and 
seizing potential opportunities. He underscored the 
significance of fortifying the contribution of financial 
institutions to the national economy. The gathering 
signals a rejuvenated commitment to cooperative 
advancements in the financial sphere.

Among those in attendance were Abdul Qadir Memon,  
Chairman of PMEX; Ahmed Chinoy, Director of PMEX; 
Zaki ur Rehman, Head of Business of PMEX; Bilal 
Farooq, CEO of PSBA; Muneer Khanani, CEO of 
Muneer Khanani Securities; and Nouman Adam,  
CEO of Adam Securities.
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PMEX embarked on a significant 
initiative to enhance its connections 
with the academic sector, marking its 

recent engagement with the Institute of 
Business Administration (IBA). The PMEX 
delegation was graciously received by  
Ms. Malahat Awan, Director, and Mr. Burhan 
Saiyed, Senior Manager, representing the 
IBA Alumni Affairs, Resource Mobilization, 
and Corporate Relations team. The meeting 

revolved around myriad opportunities 
destined for the IBA community, especially 
students and faculty, in the realm of  
futures trading.

Highlighted collaborations and initiatives 
include:

Awareness Campaign: PMEX is  
steadfast in its commitment to enlighten  
the upcoming generation about futures 
trading’s vibrant dynamics. To this end, 
they plan to host a series of workshops and 
informative sessions, acquainting students 
and faculty with PMEX operations and 
commodities investments.

Job and Internship Opportunities: 
Recognizing IBA as a crucible of top-tier 
talent, PMEX has extended opportunities 
for IBA alumni to integrate into PMEX’s 
fold and its associated Commodities 
Brokerage Houses.

Brand Ambassador Program: Fresh 
graduates from business, economics, and 
finance disciplines are invited to represent 

PMEX as Brand Ambassadors. Successful 
candidates will undergo rigorous training and 
later collaborate with premier brokerage 
entities throughout the country, fostering an 
entrepreneurial spirit among them.

Mock Trading Contest: PMEX plans to 
ignite a competitive spark among IBA 
students by organizing a simulation 
commodities trading competition, complete 
with lucrative prizes for standout performers.

This collaboration underscores PMEX’s 
dedication to bridging the gap between 
industry practices and academic learning, 
ensuring a symbiotic growth for both sectors.

PMEX Collaborates with IBA to Bolster 
Industry-Academia Relations
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PMEX Conducts Awareness 
Session on Futures Trading 
for TPL Corp Employees

PMEX organized a comprehensive 
awareness seminar on futures trading 
specifically tailored for the employees 

of TPL Corp in Lahore and Islamabad. This 
initiative sought to provide TPL Corp’s staff with 
in-depth insights into the dynamics of futures 
trading, emphasizing its potential as a tool for 
diversifying investment strategies and effective 
risk management.

The session was meticulously structured to 
offer attendees:

l    An exhaustive overview of futures trading 
and its underlying mechanisms

l    Clarity on the advantages of futures 
contracts in both hedging and speculation 
realms

l    Detailed insights into the various 
commodities and financial instruments that 
can be traded on PMEX

l    A Q&A segment, allowing attendees to 
voice their questions and solidify their 
grasp on the topic

The workshop demonstrates PMEX’s 
commitment to fostering an informed and 
knowledgeable trading community across 
Pakistan.

PMEX Participates in 
Finance Fest by Daraz

PMEX had the privilege of participating 
in the esteemed Finance Fest, 
orchestrated by Daraz, a prominent 

e-commerce platform in Pakistan. This 
distinguished event served as a nexus for 
Daraz employees, financial experts, and 
industry professionals to deliberate on 
contemporary investment opportunities.

In alignment with its role as a key entity 
in Pakistan’s financial milieu, PMEX 
provided an in-depth presentation to Daraz 
employees about the intricacies of the 
futures trading platform. This discourse 
emphasized the array of opportunities 
available to discerning investors and 
traders. Furthermore, the PMEX delegation 
engaged in a constructive dialogue with 
participants, elaborating on the merits 
of commodity trading and its potential in 
broadening investment horizons.

Such collaborations underscore PMEX’s 
commitment to fostering a spirit of 
knowledge-sharing and partnership in the 
financial industry.

Awareness Programs 
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PMEX Enlighten Lahore Garrison 
University Students on Futures Trading

In a strategic collaboration, PMEX and Blink Capital Management 
orchestrated a specialized awareness session for Lahore 
Garrison University students, focusing on the intricacies of 

futures trading.

The rapidly evolving landscape of finance necessitates the upcoming 
generation of financial professionals to be well-versed with 
contemporary practices. Aiming to satiate this need, PMEX and Blink 
Capital Management spearheaded this session to offer these budding 
professionals a nuanced understanding of the domain.

During the session, experts, 
including Hasan Maqsood, 
the CEO of Blink Capital, 
and Ashin Razzaqi, Deputy 
Manager BD at PMEX, delved 
deep into the mechanics 
of futures trading. They 
illuminated the participants on 
essential trading strategies and 
demystified the complexities 
surrounding futures contracts.

Lahore Garrison University’s 
students and faculty 
showcased commendable 
enthusiasm and engagement 
throughout the event. Their 
palpable zeal for learning 
and dedication to enhancing 
their financial acumen were 
evident and applauded by the 
organizing bodies.

The University expressed its 
optimism about the continued 
pursuit of knowledge, fostering 
synergies, and empowering 
the financial leaders of 
tomorrow. Through collective 
effort and learning, they 
believe that brighter prospects 
await the nation’s financial 
sector and beyond.
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Circulars and Notif ications
August 30, 2023
All concerned were informed about suspension of Trading 
Rights of M/s. 92 Markets (Pvt.) Limited upon cessation of 
their Futures Brokers Licence from August 31, 2023, till further 
notice.

August 31, 2023
The general public was informed that the exchange has 
proposed certain amendments in PMEX Rule Book in relation 
to utilization of Settlement Guarantee Fund for customers of 
futures brokers. All concerned were requested to submit their 
comments in writing or through email at compliance@pmex.
com.pk latest by September 07, 2023.

September 07, 2023
The Exchange announced appointment of Mr. Farhan Tahir, 
CFO and Company Secretary as Acting Managing Director 
of Pakistan Mercantile Exchange with effect from September 
01, 2023, subject to the approval of Securities & Exchange 
Commission of Pakistan (SECP), till the appointment of the 
new Managing Director.

September 11, 2023
The Exchange announced listing of 16 futures contract of 
Kainat Basmati Rice based on Electronic Warehouse Receipts 
(EWR). It was also informed that new contracts will be added 
as and when new warehouse locations are accredited by 
Naymat Collateral Management Company Limited.

September 26, 2023
All concerned were informed that the Securities & 
Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) has published 
draft amendments to the Futures Brokers (Licensing and 
Operations) Regulations 2018 in the official Gazette and also 
placed the same on its website, for eliciting public opinion. All 
concerned were advised to submit their comments / feedback 
latest by October 05, 2023.

To learn more about the aforementioned circulars & notifications, 
log onto www.pmex.com.pk.
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July - September 2023 

Total Contracts
Traded

Total Rupee
Value Traded

Number of
Active Brokers 

billion

 Ranking Based on Traded Contracts Based on Traded Value

1,005,317

128.453

54

 1 H.G Markets (Pvt.) Limited H.G Markets (Pvt.) Limited

 2 Floret Commodities (Pvt.) Limited Floret Commodities (Pvt.) Limited

 3 Rayaan Commodities (Pvt.) Limited Rayaan Commodities (Pvt.) Limited

 4 Trust Securities & Brokerage Limited First Commodities (Pvt.) Limited

 5 Zahid Latif Khan Securities (Pvt.) Limited Enrichers (Pvt.) Limited

 6 AKD Securities Limited Zahid Latif Khan Securities (Pvt.) Limited

 7  Trust Securities & Brokerage Limited

 8 Asian Gold Commodities (Pvt.) Limited JS Global Capital Limited

 9 JS Global Capital Limited AKD Securities Limited

 10 Enrichers (Pvt.) Limited Mohammad Munir Mohammad Ahmed 
Khanani Securities Limited

Mohammad Munir Mohammad Ahmed 
Khanani Securities Limited
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54
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